THE TAILOR TOURING CO.

ICONIC ADELAIDE
Today’s regional experience will begin with a
meet and greet at your accommodation by your
local guide, before boarding your private luxury
vehicle for a visit to the Adelaide Central Markets
for a tasty breakfast, surrounded by the hustle
and bustle of the vendors and teased with the
wonderful aromas of freshly baked pastries,
freshly ground coffee and the lovely mix of
different cuisines being prepared.

JamFactory at Seppeltsfield, by South Australia Tourism Commission

From the markets, your guide will escort you to
your next destination, the Jam Factory. Located
in Adelaide’s West End Creative Precinct
(another studio is located at Seppeltsfield
within the Barossa Valley), the Jam Factory is a
unique not-for-profit organisation that supports

After breakfast and a discussion with your private
Adelaide Central Market host, you will be treated
to a guided tour of the establishment, meeting
many of the wonderful vendors and learning
about their long-standing histories with the
markets, often reaching back through many
generations.

local talented designers and artists by
showcasing the wonderful craftsmanship found
within the Australian creative community. A
private tour of the precinct’s four studios
(Ceramics, Glass Blowing, Furniture, and
Jewellery) will allow you the opportunity to view
the excellent collection of locally made crafts
and designs.
Once your time at the Jam Factory has
concluded, journey over to the South Australian
Museum for a privately guided tour. This
memorable experience will allow you the
opportunity to view the largest collection of
Aboriginal ethnographic material in the world,
immersing you in the ancient and beautiful
culture of the Indigenous Peoples of Australia.

Adelaide Central Market, by South Australia Tourism Commission
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After the tour of these unique city experiences it
will be perfect timing to stop for a bite to eat, and
your guide will drive you to Penfolds Winery’s
Magill Estate Kitchen for a lovely leisurely lunch.
Known for its casual dining experience paired

Penfolds Magill Estate Tasting Bar, by Penfolds Magill Estate

with breath-taking views out over the city, Magill

Time permitting, you may wish to take in the city

Estate is a stunning destination for which to end

of Adelaide and its surrounds from a local

your Adelaide experience. Once lunch has

vantage point, the perfect way to end your tour,

concluded, enjoy a private tour of the estate,

as the views provide a clear perspective of where

tasting the magnificent selection of varietals on

Adelaide is situated and the layout of the city

offer.

prior to returning to your accommodation for the

SUMMER BLUES

With a history dating back to 1844, Penfolds and
their excellent collection of wines are the result
of multiple generations of knowledge and
innovation.

Adelaide, by Che Chorley

evening.

